**RTR HO ACF 2970 Covered Hopper**

**Chicago, Burlington & Quincy**
- ATH93451 CB&Q #183910
- ATH93452 CB&Q #183951
- ATH93453 CB&Q (3)

Era: Late 1960s+

**Grand Trunk Western**
- ATH93454 GT&W #315059 - Primed for Grime
- ATH93455 GT&W #315061 - Primed for Grime
- ATH93456 GT&W (3)

Each Single car will have different art/ One car in the 3 pack will have different art than the others

**Norfolk & Western**
- ATH93460 N&W #180402
- ATH93461 N&W #180423
- ATH93462 N&W (3)

Era: 1970s+

**Missouri Pacific / T&P**
- ATH93457 MP/TP #706021
- ATH93458 MP/TP #706037
- ATH93459 MP/TP (3)

**Winchester & Western**
- ATH93463 W&W #4508
- ATH93464 W&W #4525
- ATH93465 W&W (3)

Era: 2006+

**All Road Names**

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Round or trough hatches
- Separately applied wire grab irons and stirrup steps
- Separate brake cylinder, valve and air reservoir with wire brake plumbing
- Fully-assembled and ready-to-run out of the box
- Highly detailed, injection molded body
- Machined metal wheels
- Body-mounted McHenry® operating scale knuckle couplers
- Wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track

**ACF Demo**
- ATH93457 ACF Demo #44586
- ATH93458 ACF Demo #44504
- ATH93459 ACF Demo #44503

Era: Late 1960s+

Please note that each car has a different slogan

**PRIMED FOR GRIME MODELS FEATURE**
- Duplicated look and feel of “In Service” equipment
- Faded base colors matched to the prototype
- Perfect starting point for adding grime and rust

**Orders Due: 04.30.21**
ETA: April 2022

* Union Pacific Licensed Product

$49.99 INDIVIDUAL | $139.99 3-PACK

**PRIMED FOR GRIME - $54.99 INDIVIDUAL**